MEASURING WHEELS

Model 300S

Standards of versatility and portability are set by the Rolatape 300 SERIES measuring wheels. Real estate, landscaping, municipal and construction measuring are handled with ease by the Rolatape 300. Professionals rely on the smooth rolling, accurate 300 SERIES to perform on pavement, dirt and rough surfaces. Transport and storage is easy with the unique Insert-and-Lock handle.

- Measures in feet
- Built in stand
- Records up to 100,000 feet
- Wheel circumference: 3 ft.
- Weight: 6 lbs.

Model 300S-M – (Metric)
- Measures in meters

Model 400

When a tough, all-purpose measuring wheel is needed, nothing fills the order like the Rolatape 400 SERIES. Its 4-foot circumference handles the toughest measuring needs for heavy construction, large commercial operations, utility companies, land surveying and other critical measuring applications. When measuring demands are tough, the 400 SERIES gets the job done.

- Measures in feet
- Built in stand
- Records up to 100,000 feet
- Wheel circumference: 4 ft.
- Weight: 8 lbs.

Model 400-M – (Metric)
- Measures in meters

Model MM-12

- Measures in feet & inches
- Records up to 10,000 feet
- Telescoping Handle
- Weight: 2 lbs.
- 4” wheel

Model MM-12M – (Metric)
- Measures in meters, decimeters

Model MM-12 Twin

- Measures in feet & inches
- Records up to 10,000 feet
- Telescoping Handle
- Weight: 2 lbs.
- Two 4” wheels

Model MM-12 Twin M – (Metric)
- Measures in meters, decimeters

Model MM-30

- Measures in feet & inches
- Built in stand
- Records up to 10,000 feet
- Weight: 5 lbs.
- Wheel circumference: 3 ft.

Model MM-30M – (Metric)
- Measures in meters

Featuring the ROLATAPE Professional and Measure Master Series of Measuring Wheels